“People are marking milestone occasions with multi-generational family getaways, and see life transitions as opportunities to realise long-held travel dreams or indulge in luxury.”

- John Worthington, Senior Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Later marriage offers growing opportunities
- Cohabitation honeymoons
- The empty nester holiday
- The jobbymoon
- A lifetime of occasions

Travel is playing an increasing role in the celebration of special occasions and life events. Some 54% of consumers have taken a holiday to mark a special occasion over the past five years. ‘Big birthdays’ and anniversaries are the most popular reasons, but new opportunities are emerging. Compared with an average break, consumers are likely to travel further and stay longer when going on holiday to mark a special occasion. There is strong and growing demand for multi-generational trips and luxury travel.
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The implications

Holiday demand still strong
Consumers are reining in spending but lower prices are helping to relieve pressure on households

The Market – What You Need to Know

Holiday growth has stalled but volumes are still near record levels
Older age milestones will offer the biggest opportunities

Skip-gen travel
Marriage rate is stabilising after long-term decline

Silver splicers

Same-sex marriage is creating a new product area for travel brands

Civil partnerships are set to grow again following a change in the law
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One in six couples have an overseas wedding
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
54% of adults have taken a special occasion holiday
Milestone birthdays are the most popular occasion
6% of adults have been on honeymoon in the past five years
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Special Occasion Holiday Taking
Milestone birthdays are the most popular reason for a special occasion holiday
12% of adults have taken a holiday for a ‘marital occasion’ in the past five years
Figure 26: Special occasion holidays taken in the past five years, October 2019
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**Special Occasion Holiday Taking – Destination**
- Figure 27: Most recent special occasion holiday taken, October 2019
  - Special occasion holidays are twice as likely to be long-haul as normal holidays
  - Older special occasion travellers are especially likely to go long-haul
- Figure 28: Destination of most recent special occasion holiday taken, October 2019

**Special Occasion Holiday Taking – Duration**
- Special occasion travellers stay longer than average
- Figure 30: Duration of most recent special occasion holiday taken, October 2019
- Figure 31: Duration of most recent special occasion holiday taken, by destination, October 2019
- Figure 32: Special occasion holidays, by duration of most recent trip, October 2019

**Special Occasion Holiday Taking – Holiday Type**
- City breaks, beach holidays, cottages/villas & cruises are the most popular special occasion holidays
- Figure 33: Type of most recent special occasion holiday taken, October 2019
- Figure 34: Special occasion holidays, by type of most recent holiday taken, October 2019

**Future Special Occasion Holiday Taking**
- Big birthdays in the second half of life are set to be the largest growth area
- Figure 35: Special occasion holidays planned in the past five years, October 2019

**Special Occasion Holiday Taking – Plans and Preferences**
- Personal touches are key
  - Rekindling memories
  - Retirees, honeymooners and jobbymooners plan once-in-a-lifetime holidays
  - One in four adults expect to take a multi-generational holiday to mark a family occasion
  - Photoshoots
- Figure 36: Future special occasion holidays – plans & preferences, October 2019

**Special Occasion Holiday Taking – Further Opportunities**
- Travel experiences preferred to presents
  - Half of under-40s would like to receive targeted offers in the run-up to a big occasion
  - Figure 37: Future special occasion holidays – marketing opportunities, October 2019
- Empty nester and (finally) nest-leaver holidays
- Proposal holidays
- Strong interest in weddings abroad
  - Figure 38: Future special occasion holidays – further opportunities, October 2019

**Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information**
- Definitions
- Abbreviations
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